
Bearings Limited is now part of Solve Industrial Motion Group. 

Who is Solve? 

Solve Industrial Motion Group (Solve) is a solutions-focused manufacturer in the bearings and power transmission 
components market. Formed in 2020 as a result of the consolidation of P.T. International, IPTCI Bearings and LMS 
Bearings, Solve has grown to include MasterDrive, SPB-USA, SST Bearing Corporation, and now, Bearings Limited and 
its line of Tritan Precision Power Transmission Components.

What does the acquisition mean for me?

Moving forward, Bearings Limited will now operate as TRITAN, a product brand in the Solve portfolio. This means, you 
have access to a wider selection of products and categories to choose from, a stronger supply chain, and an enhanced 
customer experience from a larger team of customer service representatives.

In the background, we’re working with Solve to implement solutions to help strengthen our inventory, pricing and 
distribution systems via a single software platform and website. Short of some minor logo changes to your order 
acknowledgements, packing slips and invoices, it’s “business as usual.” In cases where we are fulfilling multiple Solve 
brands, you will see those brands identified next to the item as well.

What does the acquisition mean for TRITAN? 

Being part of Solve Industrial Motion Group means TRITAN can continue to invest in product development, 
distribution solutions and customer service with the support of a partner committed to adding value through the 
latest technology, shared corporate services and innovative thinking.

Our primary goal is to take care of our customers and continue with as little disruption as possible. 

Still have questions or need more information? 

Please contact your local TRITAN (Bearings Limited) representative at 1-800-645-5088                                                                 
or visit www.solveindustrial.com.

Frequently Asked Questions

TRITAN & SOLVE
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2022

PT International extends 
its product portfolio by 
acquiring IPTCI Bearings and 
its engineering and custom 
manufacturing capabilities with 
the acquisition of LMS Bearings.

Solve Industrial Motion Group 
is formed to unite the three 
trusted, independent brands as 
a single platform.

Solve continues to expand 
and strengthen its bearings 
and power transmission 
components portfolio by adding 
the TRITAN, SST Bearing, USA 
Rollers and MasterDrive brands.

Solve acquires SPB-USA, the 
leading distributor of EZO 
miniature bearings in the   
United States. 
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Solve’s Acquisition Timeline
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Superior Product Availability 

100,000+ bearings and power transmission components

Available Solve ExpressTM including same-day delivery

Complete coverage – metric and imperial

Nimble custom and private label solutions

Quality + Performance + Price

Brands you know and trust

Quality assurance programs and certifications

High-performance options for challenging applications

Solve Sweet SpotTM – perfect blend of performance + value

Attentive Service from People You Trust

Meeting customer needs with Solve 360 ServiceTM

24/7 access to professional, responsive solutions

National network of sales and product support

Custom market incentive programs

Expertise You Rely On

Knowledgeable technical sales support

Extensive engineering capabilities

Full training, education and support tools available

 50+ years specializing in bearings and power transmission

Solving all your 
bearing and 

power transmission 
needs with one call

The Solve Difference


